


L’ambito	territoriale	34	della	provincia	di	Varese	ha	organizzato	un	
corso		dedicato	alla	formazione	dei	docenti	dal	titolo:	“TKT/CLIL”.		
Il	corso	rientra	tra	quelli	previsti	dal	Piano	della	Formazione	dei	Docenti	
2016/2019	– art.	1	Comma	124	Legge	107/2015.	DM	797	del	
19/10/2016.

Il	lavoro	che	vi	presenterò	è	stato	svolto	dagli	alunni	della	classe	5°A	
della	Scuola	Primaria	di	Brenta	(VA)	nei	mesi	di	ottobre	e	novembre	
2018.



In	cosa	consiste	il	metodo/approccio	CLIL?

Con	l’acronimo	CLIL	– Content	and	Language	Integrated Learning	si	intende	
insegnamento	e	apprendimento	integrato	di	una	lingua	straniera	e	contenuti	
didattici	curriculari.
L’insegnamento	in	metodo	CLIL	si	pone	due	obiettivi	in	una	sola	azione:
- la	costruzione	di	competenze	disciplinari	previste	dai	programmi	scolastici;
- e	lo	sviluppo	di	abilità	di	base	per	la	comunicazione	interpersonale:	BICS	(Basic	
Interpersonal Communication Skills)	e	competenza	nel	linguaggio	cognitivo	
scolastico:	CALP	(Cognitive	Academic Language	Proficiency).



Argomento	e	Tempi	di	lavoro.

La	classe	ha	svolto	in	modalità	CLIL	il	modulo	dedicato	allo	studio	dell’Antica	
Grecia,	per	il	quale	è	stato	dedicato	un	periodo	di	circa	otto	settimane.	
Nel	percorso	sono	state	coinvolte	diverse	discipline	scolastiche:
o Storia	(History);
oArte	immagine	(Arts);
oMatematica	e	Scienze	(Maths and	Science);
oCittadinanza	(Citizenship);
oLetteratura	(literature);
oLingua	inglese	(English).



Learning	Unit



Let’s concentrate	on	some	of	CLIL	aspects:
• Teaching aims;
• The	4	’Cs;
• Practical work;

• Materials;
• Products;
• Results and	assessment.



Teaching Aims
• To	introduce	the	concept	and	main	features	of	the	content	of	the	unit
• To	present	“Ancient	Greece”,	Greek	Gods,	Art,	Sport	and	Government	
• To	make	learners	aware	of	how	Greek	culture,	ideas	and	studies	still	live	in	
our	World.
• To	help	learners	understand	that	learning	can	be	achieved	in	a	second	
language.

Agli	studenti	vengono	
proposti	una	serie	di	video	
in	lingua	inglese	su	diversi	
momenti	della	vita	degli	
antichi	Greci.	Il	Web	
rappresenta	una	grande	
risorsa	dalla	quale	
attingere.



The	4	‘Cs	of	CLIL
CLIL	is referred to	as having ‘4	Cs’	as components:

Content:
- Curricular subjects
- Cross-curricular links

among different
subjects.

Communication:
We need to	encourage
learners to	participate
in	meaningful
interaction in	the	
classroom.	
CLIL	aims to	increase
STT (student talking
time)	and	reduce	TTT
(teacher talking time)

Cognition:
CLIL	promotes cognitive	
and	thinking skills such as
reasoning,	creative	
thinking and	evaluating.

Culture:
Culture	is one of	CLIL	
main aims.	We often
have multicultural
classrooms and	
students need to	
develop positive	
attitudes and	become
aware of	the	
resposabilities of	
global	as well as local
citizenship.



Arts
We built some	Greek vases and	decorate	pottery using different artistic techniques.	

Graffiti

3D	pottery
Painting



As a	result…

We made	a	little exhibition in	our classroom called:	“Museo	della	Magna	Grecia”	
The	students presented their work	to	children and	parents that came to	visit our school during the	Open	Day
on	Saturday 1st	December.



Literature
Students	made	some	cards of	the	Greek Gods where they put	information	extrapolated from	texts and	
web	sites.	

The	website	www.historyforkids.net/greece has been very helpful.



We created a	lapbook where we also talked about:
Mt.	Olympus,	Greek women and	men,	Greek children and	Greek houses.



Maths and	Science Greek	scientists,	mathematicians,	and	
astronomers	made	great	
advancements	in	science	in	the	
Hellenistic	Age.	Their	ideas	change	the	
ways	that	people	thought	thousands	
of	years	ago,	and	many	of	their	ideas	
form	the	basis	of	our	scientific	and	
mathematical	study	today.	We	talked	
about	Euclid,	Archimedes	and	
Aristarchus.

Citizenship
Around the	middle	of	7th	century in	Greece was
established official laws.	Laws replaced the	family	
feuds with	a	written code	that was designed to	be	
enforced by	court	law.	
There were four types of	laws:	Tort Laws,	Family	
Laws,	Public	Laws and	Procedural Laws.	



OUR	LAPBOOKS



Ancient	Greece Auction
To	conclude	our experince with	Ancient	Greeks we simulated an	Auction to	sell	our pottery and	
paintings.	
The	Auction has been a	very advatageous way	to	evaluate the	students linguistic improvement in	
English.	Auction is a	Roll-play	game	in	which players assume	the	roles of	characters (judge,	
accountant and	partecipants)	in	a	fictional setting.	Auction is a	good way	to	eveluate learners
respect for	rules,	too.



Students	were divided into small	groups and	each of	them had a	topic list	to	fill in	with:
- each Item	title and	a	little description;
- Examine the	items and	decide	in	team	if they want to	buy it or	not.

The	Judge:
- starts the	Auction,	
- reads the	rules;
- uses typical language of	an	auctioneer.

How	much am I	
offered for	this
Item?

Would you like to	
start	the	bid at….	

€?

Can	I	get
higher offer?



Assesment
As a	result of	this work	we used three different assesment:

• Formative	Assessment (students have been assessed day by	day
informally by	questioning and	observing their work	during lessons.)	to	
evaluate cognitive	skills and	learning attitudes;
• Performance	assessment during collaborative	group work	and	oral
presentation to	evaluate communicative skills;
• Self- assessment (learners assess their own progress).



Criteria of	assessment:
Formative	Assessment
- The	learner can	use	various sources to	gather information.
- The	learner can	organise information	effectively.
- The	learner can	use	different artistic techniques.
- The	learner can	describe and	explain what he/she is learning,	writing and	drawing.
Performance	Assessment
- The	learner collaborates positively in	the	group.
- The	learner gives ideas to	his peers.
- The	learner can	organise information	and	respect the	time	given.
Self-assessment
Each learner gives feedback	on	his/her learning progress.	“I	learned nothing/very little/quite a	bit	of	
new	words and	content/a	lot.”



Differentiating learning for	different learners.

A CLIL	lesson needs to	be	adapted to	every student.

We had to	adapt (scaffolding)	the	curriculum	content in	some	cases,	the	language for	
presenting subject knowledge in	others,	the	methodology or	tasks.	
The	CLIL	teacher needs to	support learners to	do	things doing some	accurate	actions such
as:	creating interests,	breaking	down	tasks into small	steps,	using visual and	realia,	
demonstrating tasks,	using word	banks,	glossaries and	writing frames.

Learners worked in	cooperative	learning,	in	groups of	four,	the	most able of	the	group
monitored other students and	was the	peer review.	
Less able students were given longer time	and	they could use	L1	and	L2	to	express	ideas.



Results.
Students	Know:
• Ancient	Greeks	different	types	of	art:	painting,	metal	work,	mosaic,	sculpture,	
architecture	and	pottery.

• That	Ancient	Greek	daily	life	was	very	similar	to	our	lives	today:	they	lived	in	highly	
organized	cities	where	they	could	go	see	a	play	or	a	sport	event,	attend	a	number	of	
schools	or	join	the	army	and	become	a	soldier.

• Ancient	Greeks	were	very	good	thinkers,	scientists	and	mathematicians.
• Aristarchus	and	the	theories	about	the	way	planets	move	in	their	orbit.
• Archimedes	and	the	value	of	pi,	which	was	a	geometrical	calculation	that	helped	
determine	the	circumference	of	a	circle.

• Greek	Gods	and	their	association	with	the	planets.
• Ancient	Greek	Games	and	the	birth	of	Olympic	Games.



Students	are	able to:
• Decorate	objects	with	scenes	of	warriores,	women,	animal	hunts	and	scenes	from	greek
mythological	stories.

• Make	a	plan	of	their	weekly	activities	compared	to	a	young	greek boy/girl.
• Associate	the	names	of	Greek	Gods	to	their	caracteristics and	historical	facts	and	legends.
• Identify	different	objects	associated	with	a	sport.
• Extrapolate	information	from	a	text	or	video.

Students	are	Aware of:
• the	fact	that	arts	reproduce	scenes	of	real	life.
• The	fact	that	every	citizen	needs	organization,	a	government,	schools	and	social	groups	
where	they	can	share	ideas,	build	their	future	and	live	togheter with	other	citizens.

• That	food,	music,	literature,	cinema	and	sports	are	a	good	way	to	join	other	cultures	and	
appreciate	them.

• how	we	can	use	old	methods	of	research	in	our	everyday	life.



Language,	cognition and	Culture	in	CLIL	lessons



Resources.

The	TKT	Course,	CLIL	Module – Cambridge	University Press,	
Kay Bentley,	2017


